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YOU CAN‘T STOP EVOLUTION. Whether you are working 
in hard or soft rock, in recycling of concrete or asphalt, 
in a single or a multiple stage crushing process, as a 
professional contractor, you need reliable, efficient and 
high performance equipment. 

This is what you find in the Kleemann EVO product line. Be 
it a mobile impact, a jaw or a cone crusher, Kleemann‘s 
innovative drive concept and intelligent material flow 
technologies make for the best possible efficiency and 
high performace crushing results.
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For all the gloom, the industry is mobilizing to meet the 
challenge. AGC has launched Preparing the Next Generation of 
Skilled Construction Workers: A Workforce Development Plan for 
the 21st Century. AGC suggests legislative and regulatory reforms 
that would make it easier for private construction firms and not-
for-profits to finance and operate their own training programs. 
These changes would expand training opportunities while rightly 
shifting additional responsibility to the private sector.

For our part, Wirtgen America has been active in reaching 
out to young people, and we will be doing more to promote the 
construction industry as an alternative career. Our work with Lin-
coln College of Technology here in Nashville has included visits 
during vendor days and jobs fairs, and Wirtgen has been active in 
promoting apprenticeship programs with the college. At least one-
fourth of our mechanics in the shop facility on our Nashville cam-
pus are graduates of the Lincoln apprenticeship program.

That’s not to denigrate the university level; we are highly 
supportive of the Concrete Industry Management (CIM) program 
at Middle Tennessee State University, a joint initiative between 
MTSU and leaders from the concrete industry. The four-year B.S. 
in CIM produces graduates fit to work in a wide variety of job types 
within the industry, from sales or quality control to production 
management or contracting. In particular we are partnering with 
MTSU to provide opportunities for students in product support.

Under the aegis of the National Ready Mixed Concrete As-
sociation, this program is being replicated from coast to coast. We 
are similarly interested in potential programs in other universities.

In the meantime, as they’re part of a generation reared on 
reading icons, pressing buttons and moving joysticks, we feel to-
day’s young workers should fit right into the operator’s platform of 
a Wirtgen Group cold mill, recycler/stabilizer, compactor or paver.

That’s why now is the time for the construction industry – 
Wirtgen Group customers and suppliers among them – to recali-
brate industry’s appeal to Generation X and all the others to come, 
so our industry will have the able staffs it will need to build the 
North American infrastructure of the future.

T
he graying of the construction industry is here, now.

According to the U.S. Census Bureau’s 2012 Cur-
rent Population Survey, roughly 44 percent of the con-
struction workforce is 45 years of age or older, and 

nearly one out of every five construction workers is 55 or older. 
That means there is a minimum of 1.1 million construction workers 
who are likely to retire within 10 years.

But it will get worse. As today’s diminished construction 
market recovers, there aren’t enough young people entering the 
construction industry.

One reason is that we live in an era in which – among huge 
portions of our population – a college education is deemed to be 
the only acceptable channel through which a young person can 
prepare for a career. With this prejudice, a potential future in con-
struction gets short shrift.

In recent years, some national players have been warning 
of this dearth of workers, but in October 2014 the Associated 
General Contractors released a survey that set off alarm bells. 
AGC found 83 percent of responding firms nationwide are having 
a hard time filling craft worker positions, such as on-site construc-
tion jobs including carpenters, equipment operators and laborers. 
And 61 percent are having a hard time filling professional posi-
tions, including project supervisors, estimators and engineers.

“As the survey results make clear, many construction firms 
across the country are having a hard time filling available posi-
tions,” said Ken Simonson, chief economist for the AGC. “Con-
sidering how much the nation’s educational focus has moved away 
from teaching students career and technical skills during the past 
few decades, it is easy to understand why the construction indus-
try is facing such severe labor shortages.”

Reasons include the dismantling of the public vocational and 
technical education programs, declining participation in union ap-
prenticeship training, and an increasing focus on college prepara-
tory programs at the high school level. “While the nation once had 
a thriving public vocational-technical educational program that 
provided training for a host of skills, including construction, many 
of those programs have been closed over the past several decades,” 
AGC said. “One reason is that federal funding has largely shifted to 
promoting college-preparatory programs on the misguided theory 
that everyone should, can and wants to attend college.”

The result is fewer qualified construction workers, changes 
in how construction companies operate, losses of workers to 
other industries despite higher wages, and fears that finding 
qualified workers will get even harder in the near future.

The Graying of Construction: Industry
Must Entice Disinterested Future Workers

James P. McEvoy
President / CEO
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Experience with larger Oscillation 
rollers leads to use of smaller 
CompactLine “Ozzies”

On the cover:  Big W 250 makes final 
pass in advance of encroaching 
thundershower; see article page 6

At the core of Hamm Compaction Quality (HCQ) 
intelligent compaction system is a rugged panel 
touchscreen PC with USB interface

Lisbon Paving cold-mills 
in suburban Toronto
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06 Bigger is better
 A large cold mill typically is the grinder of choice for big dual-

lane highway projects, but an asphalt contractor in Ontario is 
finding that it’s perfect for milling suburban residential streets 
as well.

11 Best of both worlds
 A smaller-size asphalt paver with the right dimensions is 

giving a Canadian asphalt contractor the ability to profitably 
place pavements from residential streets to bike paths with a 
single machine.

14 Intelligent compaction
 The final Federal Highway Administration-sponsored 

intelligent compaction and in-place HMA Density Project took 
place in August at a Canadian border crossing in northwest 
Washington State, and a Hamm HD+ 140i VV HF outfitted 
with the Hamm Compaction Quality (HCQ) IC system played a 
big role.

20 Wizards of ‘oz’
 A southwest Missouri asphalt contractor has found exclusive 

Hamm oscillation compaction is getting density numbers 
where conventional rollers can’t.

22 Prescreen productivity
 A new impact crusher is keeping a western Ontario aggregates 

producer in the black as it processes 1-in.-minus reclaimed 
asphalt pavement (RAP) particles from chunks as big as a 
coffee table, with the help of the right-sized excavator.
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Reference station is integral part of 
AutoPilot 3D stringless paving system 
for SP 15i in central Illinois

27 Parapet power
 A new Wirtgen SP 15i with AutoPilot placed 5,000-ft. of 

parapet walls on bridges in central and southern Illinois in 
September, saving time and money by eliminating guide wire 
or string, while speeding construction as the season drew to 
a close.

30 Double-duty recycler
 The versatile Wirtgen 3800 CR did double-duty this summer 

in an in-place cold recycling project as it milled a rural road 
one day, and then asphalt foam-recycled it the next.

exhIBItIons + events
36 Wirtgen america news
 Annual Wirtgen America Golf Classic sets new record, 

Technology Days 2014 - Spotlight on Hamm, Exhibit 
overview, Employee Anniversaries
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Owner Lisbon Paving uses W 250 in single-engine 
mode for residential streets as well as major 
thoroughfares; switches to dual-engine mode only 
when going gets slow in tough applications
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WIRTGEN: W 250 PERFECT FIT FOR RESIDENTIAL STREETS IN CANADA

Bigger is 
better
A large cold mill typically is the grinder of choice for big dual-lane highway 
projects, but an asphalt contractor in Ontario is finding that it’s perfect for 
milling suburban residential streets as well.
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Operator platform of W 250 provides joystick control of 
machine with multiple video screens showing critical 

locations around mill, like view into truck hopper, milling 
drum and rear of machine when in reverse

“W
e’re very much a hands-on company,” said 
Vic Araujo, project supervisor and operator, 
Lisbon Paving Co., Ltd., Bradford, Ont. 
“We’ve had our W 250 almost a year and we 

use it for both small and large jobs.“
In August, Lisbon was milling the streets of Luesby Lane 

and Jacarandah Drive in Newmarket, Ont., for the Town of New-
market. “We’re profiling the street and in some areas by the curbs 
we’re taking 40 mm, or an inch and a half,” Vic Araujo said. “But 
at the centerline we’re keeping the cross slope at 2 percent, so 
the amount of asphalt removed varies. It might be 40 mm, or it 
might be nothing.”

Lisbon’s W 250 – like its successor, the brand new, Tier 4 
interim-compliant W 250i – offers a selectable dual-engine design 
which merges virtually two machines in one. For the new W 250i, 
it’s a high-performance milling machine with the full power of two 
engines totaling 738 kW (990 hp), or a cost-efficient mill with a 
single engine of 447 kW (600 hp) to economically remove softer 
asphalt surface courses, thinner lifts, or porous asphalt. Lisbon’s 
W 250 tops out at 730 kW (980 hp) with both engines driven, and 
440 kW (591 hp) with single engine.

“The machine might be a little bigger than most contractors 
would use for this purpose,” said Carlos Araujo, vice president, 
Lisbon Paving. “But we like to have the horsepower, and that’s the 
bonus of having the two-engine system. We can cut down on 
horsepower when we can, but if we need it for a bigger job, we’ve 
got it.”

In Newmarket, Lisbon was using just one of the two engines 
for this relatively light work. “With this profiling, we’re not working 
the machine really hard, so that’s why we only need the one en-



Lisbon Paving’s W 250 – the largest mill in the Wirtgen 
line – is not too big for use on suburban residential 

streets, like this one  in Newmarket, Ont.
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gine,” Vic Araujo said. “It’s not like we’re taking out 6 in.!”
There, Lisbon was milling and paving 40,000 sq. meters. 

“We will come back and pave a 12.5 mm nominal minimum ag-
gregate size (NMAS) Superpave mix,” said Arlindo Araujo, project 
manager and operator, Lisbon Paving. The PG 58-28 mix is not 
unusual for a municipality, he said. “We pretty much exclusively 
use Superpave mixes,” he said. “They specify it.” Lisbon retains 
the RAP it mills, and the Superpave mix that would go down would 
contain 15 percent RAP.

The W 250 and W 250i mills feature three selectable cutter 
drum speeds, for a broad range of applications. For standard 
milling jobs, such as the removal of a surface course, they can 
operate with the medium milling drum speed of 1,800 rpm, 
which produces reclaimed asphalt pavement (RAP) 
at preferred aggregate sizes. When removing 
thin surfaces at the maximum advance rate, 
the high milling drum speed of 2,000 rpm 
may be selected, producing a superior 
milling texture. And for maximum pro-
ductivity at lowest cost, the slowest 
speed of 1,600 rpm is the best choice 
for reduced fuel consumption and low 
cutting tool wear.

“We are using the second, or mid-
dle, speed on the drum,” Vic Araujo said. “It 
saves us a lot of fuel. The engine doesn’t have 
to work as hard; I think I only burned 250 liters 

today, which is really good. With our other same-size-class mill, 
at 900 hp, we would burn 400 to 500 liters per day.”

While the W 250 was cost-effective on the residential 
streets, Lisbon also uses it for much bigger jobs. “Last Friday 
night we were cutting 8 in. deep and were using both engines,” 
Vic Araujo said.

‘automatIcs’ a Plus
Why use this large mill on a suburban residential street? 

Its features and productivity make it a good choice, Vic Araujo 
said. “Its automatics work really well in that application as you 
are trying to correct the road,” he said. “The display of the 

“You can run the machine from 
one side of the platform, while 
seeing what’s happening on 
the other side, for example, a 
manhole or catch basin coming 
up, or someone in the way.”

Vic Araujo, project supervisor and operator, Lisbon Paving Co., Ltd.
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Level Pro system actually tells you the slope. With some controls 
you have to go into it and look for the slope, but the Level Pro 
display tells you right there. You can change on the fly and it 
makes it much easier.”

A Level Pro control is located on either side of the mill, 
and each is connected to the machine by cable so it can be 
lifted off the side and used if the ground man wants a closer look 
at the cutter while adjustments are made, even if the machine is 
moving forward.

“Level Pro makes the machine easier to operate,” said Ar-
lindo Araujo. “It shows you the grade and slope. If you have to ‘flip 
over’ – for example, coming up on an obstacle that will change 
the grade or slope – you can set the settings, change over, and 
then seamlessly go back to the original settings.”

As operator – utilizing Wirtgen’s exclusive WIDRIVE system 
– Vic Araujo also can access the Level Pro display at the operator 
platform, along with two video screens which are fixed on critical 
areas of the operation. The top screen serves as a multifunctional 
control screen, displaying operational parameters and mainte-
nance details, but also can display the conveyor feed into the truck 
hopper, and defaults to a back-up camera when the machine is 
put into reverse. The other screen can display important points 
like either side of the cutter.

The entire video screen/Level Pro display is post-mounted 
so it can be swung over to the other operator position if needed 
with no change in settings required. “You can run the machine 
from one side of the platform, while seeing what’s happening on 
the other side, for example, a manhole or catch basin coming up, 

or someone in the way,” Vic Araujo said.
“Other machines may be less complex in design, but our 

Wirtgen has better controls,” said Orlando Araujo, Lisbon Paving. 
“It has cameras and all those other features that make it a lot more 
user friendly and easier to operate.”

controllIng PartIculates
A unique system is keeping particulate emissions under 

control. The W 250’s Vacuum Cutting System (VCS) reduces par-
ticulate emissions at the cutter head, keeping abrasives out of 
moving parts for prolonged equipment life, and creating a better 
working environment.

“It’s very effective,” Vic Araujo said. “The guys like it. It 
doesn’t do much for the guy on top, but it’s great for the guys 
below.”

The VCS creates negative pressure which pulls fine parti-
cles from inside the drum assembly into the milling machine’s 
short conveyor channel. There, a suction hood located above the 
conveyor channel sucks the particles into two hoses which extract 
the particulate matter directly to the long conveyor of the loading 
system and into the truck.

In addition to the new W 250, Lisbon has two W 500s – one 
of which was at work in Newmarket – and recently retired a W 
1900 DC. 

Lisbon Paving was founded by Arlindo Araujo Sr. in 1973. 
He remains president and active in the company, and made the 
final decision to acquire the W 250.   

 www.wirtgenamerica.com

Above, video screen shows feed into truck hopper; 
right, Wirtgen LevelPro system provides effortless 
and accurate milling to spec, at operator seat and 

on either side of machine; control unit at right 
connected by cable and can be removed by 

ground man to confirm milling depth



VÖGELE: SUPER 1300-2 PROVES VERSATILITY FOR CANADIAN CONTRACTOR

Best of 
both worlds

A smaller-size asphalt paver with the right dimensions 
is giving a Canadian asphalt contractor the ability to 
profitably place pavements from residential streets 
to bike paths with a single machine.
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and 40 mm (1.5 in.) of HL3 finish course,” Tittley said. The HL8 lift 
has a maximum aggregate size of ¾ in., and the HL3 3/8 to ½ in. 
maximum aggregate size.

Is the size of machine “overkill” for the parking lot utility 
patch paving done in southern Ontario? “At the end of the day, 
when the equipment gives you a good quality job, it’s not overkill,” 
Tittley said.

comPactIng screeD
The highly versatile Super 1300-2 is the perfect machine 

for commercial, utility and medium to light-duty paving. Its com-
pact and maneuverable design makes it right for precise and in-

tricate jobs, walking and biking paths, sidewalks, utility work 
and shoulder paving. Paving widths range from 2 ft. 6 in. 

to 13 ft. 9 in., making the Super 1300-2 an incredibly 
versatile machine.

Q
uality Paving does government road construction, in 
addition to suburban residential work. “We’re 75 per-
cent civic or government work, and the rest commer-
cial,” said Dave Tittley, president and owner, Quality 

Paving 1994 Ltd., Kitchner, Ont. “We get the call because we can 
do the small and the big pavements.”

That’s why Quality’s Vögele Super 1300-2 is the right 
paver for its mission. “This smaller paver allows us to go into all 
kinds of places that the bigger machines can’t get to, yet it’s a 
big machine,” Tittley said. “It has the power to do road work. We 
can go into a subdivision and do a 7- or 8-meter (23- to 26-ft.) 
roadway in two passes. The big machines can do that, but we can 
take that 4-meter (13-ft.) screed down to 2 meters (6.5 ft.) and do 
a 2-meter pathway, such as a bike or golf cart, while 
none of the big pavers can do it.”

To Tittley, the Super 1300-2 provides the 
best of both worlds. “The Super 1300-2 gives 
you the stability of a large machine, and the 
maneuverability of a small machine at the 
same time,” Tittley said.

Quality acquired the Super 1300-2 in 
spring 2013, and in late summer 2014 had 
some 800 hours on the machine. In late sum-
mer on a water and sewer repair at a light man-
ufacturing plant in Mississauga, Ont., Quality Pav-
ing was placing a final wide patch, 60 meters long 
by 4 meters wide (197 ft. x 13 ft.). Approximately 60 
tonnes (66 short tons) of hot mix asphalt was placed in a morning.

“The plant put in new sewer lines, and we are putting in 
two layers of hot mix asphalt, 50 mm (2 in.) of HL8 binder course, 

“the super 1300-2 gives 
you the stability of a 
large machine, and the 

maneuverability of a small 
machine at the same time.”

Dave Tittley, president and owner, Quality Paving 1994 Ltd.

Paving widths range from 2 ft. 6 in. to 13 ft. 9 in., 
making the Super 1300-2 an incredibly versatile machine



The powerhouse is driven by a modern Deutz engine rated 
at 100 hp. By achieving a maximum laydown rate of some 390 
tons/h, the Super 1300-2 also is an excellent performer when it 
comes to tackling major paving jobs.

The Super 1300-2 is paired with an AB 340 V screed from 
Vögele, not commonly seen in North America. “Once we set the 
screed level, we hardly ever touch it,” he added. “For the size of 
the machine, it’s a very heavy duty screed, it’s as heavy as a large 
highway class machine.”

On the plant parking lot, the vibrating screed was getting 
about 90 percent compaction ahead of finish rolling by a Hamm 
HD 12 CompactLine roller. “We don’t always use compaction at 
the screed, but on road work, we will use it, depending on the 
length of the road,” Tittley said. “It helps us get compaction a 
little bit faster, so we don’t have to stay as long rolling.”

The Hamm compactor is a fine complement to the Super 
1300-2, he said. “It works fantastic,” Tittley said. “Its steering and 
vibration are great, and the water control system is super. We’ve 
had great results and productivity with it. By mounting the opera-
tor’s seat high, with the seat movable back and forth, the opera-
tor can really see what he is doing, he’s right there. And the front 
of the roller is tapered in, so the operator can see the curb right 
beside you.”

Like all Vögele screeds, the AB 340 V is electric-heated. “One 
of the biggest pluses of a smaller machine like the Super 1300-2 is 
that we have electric heat,” he 
said. “The screed is constantly 
heated, and we always get a 
smooth finish, whereas a lot of 
small machines don’t have that 
capability, instead using propane 
burners. It’s one of the few smaller-
size pavers that has the technology 
normally seen in a larger paver.”

The paver incorporates the 
Vögele Niveltronic Plus system 
for automatic grade and slope 
control, to achieve superior pav-
ing results. “Because we’ve been 
doing mostly trenches this sea-
son, we haven’t had the need to 
use it,” Tittley said. “But when we 
do bridge work we’ll use the 
Niveltronic. For this trench we’re 
just matching to the existing 
pavement and don’t have it on.”

PoWerful But economIcal
Quality feeds asphalt to the Super 1300-2 using either a 

dump truck, or front-end loader. “We can use both, depending on 
what the project is,” Tittley said. “Most of the time we have our 
triaxles dump directly in the hopper. The 100 hp engine provides 
lots of power to push triaxles, tractor-trailer dumps and flow-boys, 
we have no problem in pushing any of them. But if we’re in a small 
area that a truck can’t back into, the paver is ready for a large 
skid-steer or even a backhoe to feed it with asphalt.”

Despite its ability to place wide street pavements, the Super 
1300-2 is very easy to use for parking lot paving, Tittley said. “It’s 
very maneuverable around small areas such as parking lot curbs,” 
he said. “It’s still a larger machine in weight and size of engine, but 
the outside of the track is 2 meters, a little bit shorter, so we can 
turn tighter than a larger machine. Smaller machines will turn even 
easier, but they don’t have the versatility of the Super 1300-2. We 
have no problems going in and out of tight places.

“The paver is more economical to operate than other pav-
ers we’ve had, because we are able to select between three dif-
ferent operating modes for the engine,” Tittley said. “Most of the 
time we keep it in Eco mode, which is economical for general use. 
The only time we change that is when we put the machine into 
production. For that we have an Idle and also a Super mode, 
which really brings the engine up when dealing with heavy asphalt 
loads, for example, to push a truck whose brakes are on. Other-
wise we can use Eco in virtually every application.”

The hopper also has an easy-to-use cleanout system, he 
said. “One of the best things about the Super 1300-2 is that the 
screed goes down to 2 meters wide, but the whole machine goes 
down to 2 meters as well,” he said. “You can go through narrow 
downtown alleyways; the whole machine goes right through it. 
Other machines, you can get the screed down, but the paver stays 
wide, even if it’s been folded and it will still be 8 ft. wide.”

 www.wirtgenamerica.com
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Niveltronic Plus system provides 
automatic grade and slope control

Vibrating screed was getting about 90 
percent compaction ahead of finish 

rolling by a Hamm HD 12 
CompactLine roller



HAMM: STATE OF WASHINGTON PUTS HCQ TO THE TEST

Intelligent 
Compaction

The final Federal Highway Administration-sponsored intelligent compaction 
and in-place HMA Density Project took place in August at a Canadian border 
crossing in northwest Washington State, and a Hamm HD+ 140i VV HF outfitted 
with the Hamm Compaction Quality (HCQ) IC system played a big role.

14
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for asphalt rollers only, and raw data that are Veda-compatible.
Veda 2.1 is a map-based tool for viewing and analyzing 

geospatial data, and is the software around which all IC activity 
revolves. Veda can import data from various intelligent compaction 
equipment to perform editing, data layering, point testing, and 
analysis; Veda displays compaction information in easy-to-read 
formats, including graphs and maps.

stIffness = DensItY?
While IC systems as implemented can measure the number 

of passes and lift temperature for any spot on an asphalt lift, they 
are unable to detect pavement density on the fly. The “Holy Grail” 
of asphalt intelligent compaction is the ability to obtain density while 
the roller is in motion, but current technology doesn’t allow it.

Instead, lift density in IC operations is being extrapolated 
from measurements of lift stiffness, which are obtained from the 
accelerometer. To-date, equipment manufacturers have been unable 
to consistently relate the measurement of buildup of stiffness be-
neath a drum to an actual density value; instead they use their own 
measurement values for stiffness, and are trying correlate stiffness 
data acquired during intelligent compaction activity with nationally 
accepted density specifications. Every maker has its own nomen-
clature: Hamm calls its stiffness measurement value the HMV.

In action, vibrations from the accelerometer are processed to 
estimate the stiffness of the material being compacted. Global po-
sitioning system receivers are used to record the location of the 
roller at each instant, and these readings are used to provide as-built 
maps showing process information such as number of roller passes, 
roller path, and material stiffness in real-time to the operator.

The inability to directly relate stiffness measurement values 
from the accelerometer or other process to actual engineering 
values stands in the way to the use of IC for asphalt compaction 
for quality assurance or acceptance.

The major purpose of the FHWA/state DOT-sponsored proj-
ects from 2012-14 has been to see if the stiffness measurement 
values of different manufacturers – including Hamm – can be cor-
related into density readings. 

The land-based global positioning system used by most 
manufacturers offers real-time kinematic (RTK) precision via a GPS 

As 
part of its Every Day Counts initiative for fast-
tracking research of immediate benefit to the 
highway community, FHWA has been coordinat-
ing and directing research in both asphalt and 

soil (subgrade) intelligent compaction (IC).
Today’s asphalt IC machines are vibratory rollers with ac-

celerometers mounted on the axles of drums, global positioning 
system, infrared temperature sensors (for asphalt), and on-board 
computers that can display color-coded maps in real-time to track 
roller passes, asphalt surface temperatures, and stiffness of com-
pacted materials.

Why is there national interest in asphalt intelligent compac-
tion? FHWA lists a number of benefits. To begin, IC optimizes 
labor deployment and construction time. Contractors can match 
the right amount of asphalt with the right amount of compactive 
effort on each pass to ensure long-term performance.

“With being more consistent in our roller passes, we can 
also expect smoother rides and longer-lasting pavements,” said 
Tim Kowalski, applications support manager for Hamm.

IC also provides contractors the ability to make midcourse 
corrections. Adjustments during compaction of one layer before 
additional layers are placed makes sure lower lift problems don’t 
affect the final road surface.

Lastly, IC improves the ability of contractors to maintain 
real-time construction records. Data from the IC, along with the 
requisite GPS or differential global navigation system satellite 
(DGNSS) coordinates of compaction activity, can be downloaded 
into construction quality databases and stored for future reference.

For each manufacturer’s system, FHWA requires an intelli-
gent compaction measurement value (ICMV, principally a stiffness 
measurement), a GPS-based documentation system, an onboard 
color-coded display, a surface temperature measurement system 

At the core of Hamm IC system is HCQ GPS 
Navigator, a rugged panel touchscreen PC with 
USB interface, which provides processing power 
as well as a monitor and data storage facilities

On operator platform of IC-equipped HD+ 140i VV HF 
tandem roller, Hamm’s Tim Kowalski explains HCQ 

system to observer at post-workshop static display
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data provide documentation of the continuous compaction con-
trol, with no need for transformation or further processing. Data 
collection and backup also serve as a basis for individual evalua-
tion and preparation of statistics.”

At the core of the application is a rugged panel touch-
screen PC with USB interface. This computer provides processing 
power as well as a monitor and data storage facilities. It is based 
on military standards, has a fully enclosed metal case, and is pro-
tected against water and vibrations.

The differential global navigation system receiver is a 
heavy-duty version with magnetic feet, and only takes seconds to 
mount on the template on the roof of the roller. This device re-
ceives the satellite signals, along with a DGNSS correction signal. 
Licenses for these signals are available in different accuracy 
classes by subscription.

The HCQ Indicator measures the stiffness of soil beneath 
the drum, and consists of an accelerometer on the drum, a proces-
sor and a display. Based on this data, the processor calculates 
the HMV (Hamm measurement value) – indicating the degree of 
compaction as a stiffness measurement derived from the mea-
sured signals – and displays this value to the driver in the cab.

A WLAN data network can be used to interconnect a group 
of rollers so they can exchange measurement results continu-
ously. Each of the roller operators can watch the current progress 
of the group’s work, e.g. the number of passes by each of the 
rollers, achieved mat stiffness, or mat temperature.

During the compaction process, the panel PC shows the 
operator how stiffness is progressing. Separate graphics depict, 
for example, the number of completed passes or the current as-
phalt temperature, and the operator has the ability to monitor two 
of these functions simultaneously on the split screen.

fInal test In WashIngton
As powerful as the Hamm HCQ system is, like other manu-

facturers’ systems, it still cannot quantitatively relate achieved stiff-
ness with actual density, as measured by cores and density gauges.

As the final event in the correlation investigation, the S.R. 
539/Lynden-Aldergrove Port of Entry Improvements workshop was 
the last of a series of field trials quarterbacked by FHWA from 2012 

to 2014, as it attempts to pinpoint the rela-
tionship between in-place HMA density and 
IC roller operations settings and density 
measurements.

S.R. 539 was a joint project between 
Washington State DOT and the Canada Bor-
der Services Agency. The project length was 
2,500 ft. with three lanes of construction, 
widths ranging from 13 to 14 ft. The contrac-
tor was Granite Construction.

A final report is forthcoming later in 
2014. Visit www.intelligentcompaction.com for 
more information.    www.wirtgenamerica.com

base station, GPS radio and roller-mounted receiver, and a GPS 
rover, all connected by radio signals.

Hamm, however, eschews this system’s setup by using the 
proprietary, subscription-based OmniSTAR HP system, which 
should provide location precision of 2 to 4 in. (5 to 10 cm) di-
rectly from the differential global navigation system satellites 
(DGNSS), operating in real time, and without the need for local 
base stations or telemetry links. This eliminates the need to set 
up and move the base station and rover as work progresses.

With the HCQ Navigator (for Hamm Compaction Quality), 
Hamm was one of the first manufacturers to launch a compaction 
measurement and documentation system. The system links mea-
surement data from various sensors on the rollers with the posi-
tion information obtained via GNSS (global navigation satellite 
system) receivers. The HCQ Navigator utilizes these data to de-
termine the progress of compaction for all rollers in a group in real 
time. A compaction map visualizes the status for the roller drivers 
and site management.

“HCQ Premium is the latest intelligent compaction system 
from Hamm,” said Tim Kowalski, Hamm applications support man-
ager. “We have upgraded the system to provide pre-installation kits 
for any soil or HD+ Hamm roller, if not already factory-equipped.”

The kit is required to transfer the receiver and computer 
tablet from one machine to the next, so as to identify the size and 
type of roller, and to correct the offset from where the receiver is 
mounted on the roof to the center of the drum. “This provides 
extreme accuracy for position and better utilization for the con-
tractor, and is a Hamm exclusive for our H i-series soil compactors 
and HD+ and HD+ i-series asphalt rollers,” Kowalski said

The individual HCQ Premium system modules (GPS/GNSS 
receiver and panel PC tablet) can be swapped at will between soil 
compactors, tandem asphalt, and pneumatic (rubber-tired) rollers. 
That’s because the HCQ Navigator works with the same compo-
nents on both soil and asphalt compactors.

Clear dialogues and icons make the HCQ system extreme-
ly simple to operate. The plug-and-play solution with automatic 
machine detection eliminates complicated parameter settings.

“Once work is complete, the data generated can be easily 
backed up via the USB interface,” Kowalski said. “The resulting 

At IC project north of Bellingham, Wash., are Sabrina 
Garber, M.S.E., project manager, Transtec Group; Tim 
Kowalski, application support manager, Wirtgen America 
Inc.; Dr. George Chang, P.E., project manager, Transtec 
Group; Bob Horan, P.E., regional engineer, The Asphalt 
Institute; Todd Mansell, training consultant, Caterpillar 
Inc.; Patrick Fuller, project engineer, WS DOT; and Victor 
(Lee) Gallivan, P.E., asphalt pavement engineer, FHWA.



Two infrared temperature sensors (at the front and rear) 
measure the surface temperature of the asphalt. Depending 
on the direction in which the roller is travelling, the infrared 
temperature sensor in front of the roller is weighted more 
strongly than the sensor at the rear.

teMPerature seNsOrs

Operator’s view of the control panel where he or she can 
read temperature and stiffness values without recording 
and without the need for the GPS receiver or the PC Tablet.

CONtrOl PaNel

CONtrOl 
PaNel

teMPerature 
seNsOr
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GPs reCeiVer

Determination of position by a DGPS (Differential Global 
Positioning System) receiver with an accuracy of 2-4 inches 
with an Omnistar subscription that gets signals from GPS 
satellites correcting signal (differential signal) from a geosta-
tionary satellite. This eliminates the use of a land base 
system and makes it very simple for the customer to use.

HCQ – Hamm Compaction Quality
- the modular system for measuring, 

evaluating and documenting the 
results of compaction.

- achieve optimal compaction     
results in minimum time.



The vibrating drum diverts vibrations into the asphalt and 
the subsoil. These vibrations are then refl ected by the 
ground. This ground refl ection is measured by the acceler-
ometer sensor on the drum and used to calculate the HMV 
level (Hamm measurement value). This value describes the 
rigidity of the asphalt and the subsoil.

aCCelerOMeter

hCQ GPs 
NaViGatOr

GPs 
reCeiVer

aCCelerOMeter
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The passes are documented, charted and displayed 
graphically with the aid of the DGPS data. The passes, 
temperature and stiffness values are color-coded so that the 
operator can see at a glance how many times he has passed 
over the respective areas and what results he is getting for 
temperature or stiffness (HMV). In this way, he can achieve 
very homogeneous compaction and has the ability to see 
two things at once with the split screen capability.

hCQ GPs NaViGatOr (PC tablet)
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HAMM:  SMALL “OZZIE” ROLLERS GET DENSITY IN MISSOURI

Wizards 
of ‘Oz’
A southwest Missouri asphalt contractor has 
found exclusive Hamm oscillation compaction 
is getting density numbers where conventional 
rollers can’t.

New HD 12 VO and HD 14 VO rollers speed compaction 
via exclusive Hamm oscillation technology
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L
eo Journagan Construction Company, Inc., Springfield, 

Mo., first learned of the benefits of Oscillation technol-

ogy via two HD+ 140 VO “ozzie” rollers it’s using on main 

line paving projects. So when the new CompactLine HD 

12 VO and HD 14 VO small oscillation rollers became available in 

North America this year it jumped at the chance to put them to 

work on smaller paving projects like commercial parking lots.

When visited in July, Journagan was building a parking lot 

for a new condo expansion in Branson, Mo., including concrete 

curbs and gutters, placement of crusher run limestone base, and 

paving a 3-in. asphalt lift.

The Hamm CompactLine 47-inch HD 12 VO and 54-in.HD 

14 VO oscillation rollers are ideal for Journagan’s commercial 

work. What sets these rollers apart from other small commercial 

rollers is oscillation compaction; instead of vibrating straight up 

and down, the Hamm oscillatory design gives the drum a horizon-

tal or “rocking” force which keeps the drum in contact with the 

mat. Hamm oscillation technology attains very high compaction 

numbers with minimal passes and no shattering of aggregate. 

Some contractors have found it permits contractors to remove one 

or more rollers from a job.

”Oscillation has helped our compaction quite a bit,” said 

Journagan asphalt superintendent Kevin McCann. “It brings our 

density points up one percent, to a percent-and-a-half. The other 

rollers might be on the borderline, but the different way oscillation 

compacts brings us up another couple of points.”

On Missouri DOT projects a minimum of 92 percent den-

sity, to 96 percent, is the target, McCann said. Now commercial 

work is adopting MoDOT specs so density requirements are the 

same everywhere.

While commercial mixes tend not to be Superpave designs, 

the agency work is. 

“Because the Superpave mixes have to cool down to a 

certain temperature before you can gain another point or two, 

oscillation can get us to density before the mix cools too much,” 

he said. “Other rollers were giving us a hard time getting there. 

Breakdown compaction will take place at close to 300 deg F, we 

let it get to 200 deg F, and we then will gain another point, point 

and a half with oscillation.”

Some might say oscillation is fine for the big highway jobs, 

but overkill for smaller commercial work like in Branson. “I dis-

agree 100 percent,” McCann said. “If it’s good for one application, 

it’s good for all. With oscillation on parking lots we’ve been able 

to get density quicker, and easier. With regular up-and-down vibra-

tion we would achieve a 91 or 92, but with oscillation we are at 93 

and 94 quicker and faster without having to beat on it when it gets 

cooler, and fracturing the aggregate. Oscillation in the small rollers 

has been a plus for us, no doubt.”
 www.wirtgenamerica.com

HD 12 VO has 47-in. drum and is ideal for tight radii along curbs HD 14 VO has 54-in. drum width and has muscle to 
compact open areas of parking lot
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KLEEMANN: CRUSHERS ADAPT TO SITE CONDITIONS IN ONTARIO CANADA

Prescreen 
Productivity
A new impact crusher is keeping a western 
Ontario aggregates producer in the black 
as it processes 1-in.-minus reclaimed 
asphalt pavement (RAP) particles from 
chunks as big as a coffee table, with the 
help of the right-sized excavator.
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T
he processed RAP – originating from driveways and 
parking lots, in addition to cold milling machines – is 
destined for use as fill and for top dressings for low-
volume pavements and parking lots. Asphalt millings 

from pavements are kept separately for use in spec asphalt 
mixes for local road agencies.

“The biggest challenge we have is uncertainty and vari-
ability of the product in our production environment,” said Jamie 
Martelle, sales and operations manager, AAROC Aggregates. “Not 
every site is the same. Not all feed materials are the same. One 
of the reasons we chose this mobile crusher was its versatility in 
being able to adapt to site conditions. For example, we get pos-
itive production in tight quarters.”

To maintain consistency of end product, AAROC separates 
incoming asphalt from commercial projects from incoming highway 
pavements. “Asphalt is softer than concrete, so it doesn’t take 
much to break it down,” Martelle said. “Nonetheless we will get 
better production from asphalt milled product than slab product. 
That’s why we control the raw material as it comes in; we know 
the customers and what they provide. As long as we have the room 
to keep the stockpiles  separate we can maintain composition.”

Depending on location, in addition to the 1-in.-minus RAP, 
AAROC will produce a 5/8-in.-minus RAP for incorporation in to 
spec asphalt mixes.

AAROC moves the crusher from pit to pit, or quarry, but has 
the option to move it to construction sites where demolition con-

crete or asphalt exists to be recycled. RAP was being processed 
at Westcliff Pit, one of five locations in Ontario managed by AAR-
OC Aggregates, a unit of the John Aarts Group of Ilderton, Ont., 
which also includes J-AAR Excavating and AAROC Equipment.

AAROC was crushing RAP pieces at a rate of 300 to 325 
metric tonnes (330 to 358 short tons) per hour, said AAROC’s 
crusher foreman Tom Ritchie. “That’s an adequate speed,” he 
said. “Anything more than that will make it hard to keep up with 
the excavator, or you are having to watch the belt.”

One challenge AAROC met in searching for a new crusher 
was using the right excavator to feed raw material.

AAROC has had its new Kleemann Mobirex MR 130 ZS 
EVO impactor with 52-in. crusher inlet width since January 2014, 
but first tested the waters with a MR 110 ZS EVO with 44-in. 
crusher inlet width.

“We fed the MR 110 with a smaller excavator,” Ritchie said. 
“We started off with the MR 130 using a like-sized excavator, but 
we were struggling to keep up with the asphalt.”

Breakout force was lacking, he said. “We were all right with 
recycling concrete,” Ritchie said, but with the asphalt we needed 
more ripping power to get through the asphalt. The reclaimed 
asphalt will get packed in hard, as it melds together in the sun,” 
he said. “Trucks back over it and the excavator runs over it too.” 
AAROC now is feeding the MR 130 ZS EVO with a 2.75 cu. yd. 
bucket, 54 in. wide.



Kleemann Mobirex MR 130 ZS EVO crusher in London, Ont., 
processes 1 in.-minus RAP from slabs and millings

Prescreen for ProDuctIvItY
An integral, double-deck, independent prescreen below the 

receiving hopper improves RAP productivity and profitability for 
AAROC. The denotation “Z” in the nomenclature of the Kleemann 
MR 130 ZS EVO indicates the presence of this prescreen, which 
utilizes an elliptical motion instead of vibratory linear motion. 

The benefit is more product coming out of the prescreen 
much cleaner, with smaller material bypassing the crushing circuit 
or going to the side belt as a saleable product, increasing total 
output and reducing long-term wear costs.

“It lessens the load on the crusher itself,” Ritchie said. “It 
lets the fines pass through so they are not fed into the crusher, 
causing needless wear. It lightens the load overall. The fines drop 
through, join the crushed material where they are sized in the at-
tached final screen, and oversize is returned to the crusher circuit.”

With its Continuous Feed System (CFS), each step the ma-
terial goes through in AAROC’s plant is wider than the width of the 
one before it, eliminating choke or wear points. 

The crusher is diesel direct-driven via a fluid coupler, and 
feedback is provided from the engine to the controlling computer, 
allowing indications that the crusher may be getting overloaded. 
CFS manages a more equal loading of the crushing area, in which 
the conveying frequencies of the feeder trough and the prescreen 
are adapted independently of each other to the level of the crush-
er, thus significantly boosting performance.

“It lets the system know when it’s getting overloaded, and 

will slow down the feed so it doesn’t stall the crusher out,” Ritchie 
said. “It’s a very valuable feature that saves us a lot of digging!”

At the same time the exclusive CFS maintains a choke feed 
to the crusher, eliminating stops and starts of the feed system, 
improving production, material shape and wear.

staYIng moBIle
The MR 130 ZS EVO impactor from Kleemann is the largest 

crusher AAROC could obtain that still would fit on its flatbed trailers.
“Our machine is completely portable,” Ritchie said. “We 

move it as we need it around our  pit locations. Any of them may 
have a need to crush concrete or asphalt, or a customer may 
request us to come and crush.”

Moving the crusher is the easy part, Ritchie said. “The 
worst part is cleaning it off. We take any stones off the machine 
and wipe it down, getting it as clean as we can.”

This contrasts with the existing plant it replaced, a pri-
mary crusher with screen alongside, which would recirculate the 
oversize back to the primary crusher. However, on the new plant, 
the screen is self-contained, attached to the loading conveyor, 
and completely eliminates the stand-alone screen.

“The attached final screen was a major factor in our selec-
tion,” Martelle said. “No matter what we are doing, every second 
we run that machine we are saving money.”

“The new impactor works in a much smaller footprint than 
what we had,” Ritchie said. “It’s a lot easier to set up. With the 
old plant of crusher and screen it would take three days to tear 
down and move, with a lot of labor. But with this model we can 
have it broken down and cleaned in four to five hours, and that’s 
from the time you stop feeding it to the time you are ready to 
loading on the low-boy.”

By contrast, the new mobile impact crusher with at-
tached final screen is moved easily, loaded in a couple of 
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hours. “It’s the biggest screen we could get that would fit on our 
low-boy and still allow us to move it around,” Ritchie said. “That’s 
due to weight restrictions, height and width. The final screen stays 
on, but we have to lower the side conveyor and fold the hydraulic 
hopper sides down, which is easy to do. You can’t beat it.”

With the new plant, AAROC also is accruing significant sav-
ings in fuel consumption. “We’re seeing a 30 to 35 percent reduc-
tion in fuel costs with the new impact crusher,” Martelle said. “It 
has much to do with the diesel-electric direct drive, as opposed 
to a hydraulic drive.” 

Ritchie’s hand-held remote control allows him to operate 
the crusher from within the feeding excavator cab, or control its 
movement as he walks alongside it, guiding the impact crusher 
onto the flatbed trailer. “We just track it up and on like any other 
tracked piece of equipment,” Ritchie said.

“The remote controls feeder speed, magnet belt, and the 
tracks,” he said. “It also will raise and lower the jam door on top 
of the apron lid. If you get a big piece in the hopper, or it’s stand-
ing upright that won’t go in, you can raise the door and keep the 
flow going.” With the magnet belt, if a large piece of steel comes 
out, the belt can be raised for access, Ritchie added.

The versatility and quickness of mobilization of the machine 
has allowed us to service all our various locations’ market de-
mand,” Martelle said. “If we had our old set up, we would be well 
behind on our production targets, due just to lost time of mobiliza-
tion. Because we can move the Kleemann in the morning and be 
running it in the same day, across town or 50 km (30 miles) away, 
we can crush another day and a half more than we could before.”

They say ‘If you like what you are doing, it ain’t work’.” With 
the opportunity to control a powerful crusher via remote, and to 
dig piles of aggregate, Ritchie likes what he is doing. “It’s every 
little boy’s dream to play in the sandbox all day,” he said. “And 
now I have the biggest remote control of all.”

 www.wirtgenamerica.com
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“It [continuous feed system] lets the 
system know when it’s getting 

overloaded, and will slow down the 
feed so it doesn’t stall the crusher 

out. It’s a very valuable feature that 
saves us a lot of digging!”

        
Tom Ritchie, crusher foreman, AAROC Aggregates

Match of right-sized bucket and excavator to 
crusher essential for profitable production
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WIRTGEN: SAVING TIME AND MONEY ON ILLINOIS BRIDGES

Parapet power
A new Wirtgen SP 15i with AutoPilot 
placed 5,000-ft. of parapet walls 
on bridges in central and southern 
Illinois in September, saving time 
and money by eliminating guide 
wire or string, while speeding 
construction as the season drew to 
a close.

SP 15i parapet mold forms 42-in. high walls, 10.5 in 
at top tapering to 19 in. at base
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strIngless technologY
While the SP 15i is Tier 4 emissions-compliant, that didn’t 

weigh so much in the purchase as the versatility that the SP 15i 
with AutoPilot offered. “The paver’s three legs – and its versatility 
of use on city streets on 40 ft. to 100 ft. runs – were a plus,” Jilg 
said. “We have been running it around on the streets of Springfield 
slipping valley gutter and curb-and-gutter, yet it also has the abil-
ity to handle the big 42-in. wall.”

But most of all, the stringless paving offered by AutoPilot 
technology gives Sangamo the opportunity to run without string 
on curbs-and-gutters and barrier wall, Jilg said. AutoPilot is a 
user-friendly, cost-effective control system for poured-in-place 
concrete profiles, such as curbs, safety barriers or slabs. It’s a 
GPS-based system that ensures highest precision and optimum 
efficiency in slipform paving, regardless of whether straight pro-
files or highly complex curved paths are being poured

The proprietary Wirtgen AutoPilot control system gives 
construction companies a distinct competitive edge, as it by-
passes the need to establish a digital terrain model. That’s be-
cause programming is completed by using a rover pole to capture 
coordinates or by simply using the jobsite plans. This means a 
surveyor is not required. 

The AutoPilot system utilizes a computer integrated in the 
machine, as well as a control panel that allows intuitive operation. 
For course control, two machine-mounted GPS receivers com-
municate with an additional GPS reference station positioned on-
site. For precise grade control, a laser, ultrasonic sensor or total 
station is used. The machine control software is a proprietary 
Wirtgen development.

“We first looked at the SP 15i and AutoPilot at Conexpo-
Con/Agg in March, and spoke in-depth with Wirtgen personnel,” 
Jilg said. “Our distributor, Roland Machinery Inc., flew us to Nash-

ville and we watched a demonstra-
tion there, and hammered out the 
details on return that afternoon. We 
went to Nashville to see it in action 
and make sure the combination 
would do what we wanted it to do. 
And other than tree canopies inter-
fering with satellite reception, every-
thing has worked up to our expecta-
tions, out of the box.”

 www.wirtgenamerica.com

Reference station is integral part of 
AutoPilot 3D stringless paving system 
for SP 15i in central Illinois; middle 
location served both bridges

I
n late 2014,  the SP 15i placed 2,800 ft. of parapet walls on 
five bridges in central Illinois, and another 2,200 ft. of bridge 
parapet walls in southern Illinois.

The 42-in.-high walls were 10.5 in. at top, widening to 
19 in. at the base, with a vertical back. Approximately 340 cu. yd. 
of concrete were placed for four parapet walls on twin bridges on 
I-55 near Lincoln, Ill., each 500 ft. long. Small bridges to the north 
and south also were placed for this project.

The SP 15i with AutoPilot is the first small slipform paver 
Sangamo has owned, said John Jilg, project manager for San-
gamo Construction Company, Springfield, Ill. Both parapet mold 
and curb-and-gutter mold were acquired from Wirtgen America 
when the paver was purchased.

“We always have been heavy on concrete construction, 
bridge building, mainly,” he said. “We’ve always had a small crew 
that would do sidewalk and curb-and-gutter work, but made the 
commitment to a slipform paver after receiving a contract to do 
those repairs around the city. That – combined with all the bridge 
work involving barrier or parapet wall – allowed us to make the 
purchase decision. And it’s really benefited us on placement of 
parapet walls.”

While the SP 15i also can place sidewalk, Sangamo hasn’t 
gotten around to trying it during the first season. “It can do as wide 
as 5 ft. sidewalks, but we haven’t done it yet,” he said. “Its reduced 
size comes in handy when you start slipping down alongside a city 
subdivision, with cars parked on the side, and you are pinching 
down the street even in this machine, and traffic is squeezing by. 
A larger four-leg model would be way too big for that.”

In fact, Sangamo’s first run with the machine was in a tight 
subdivision application, with cars alongside. “We were able to put 
down a couple thousand feet without having any issues with 
skipped locations,” he said.



Ability to place parapet walls using AutoPilot 
stringless technology offers tremendous savings 
in time and labor by simplifying setup

Two shaft-mounted GNSS sensors keep 
AutoPilot-equipped SP 15i on track
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Amid Champaign County, Ill., cornfields, 
Wirtgen 3800 CR cold-mills in advance of 
in-place foam recycling
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ROAD TECHNOLOGIES: QUICK-CHANGE NO PROBLEM IN ILLINOIS

Double-duty 
recycler
The versatile Wirtgen 3800 CR did double-duty this summer in an 
in-place cold recycling project as it milled a rural road one day, and 
then asphalt foam-recycled it the next.



R
ecycling subcontractor Dunn Company, Decatur, Ill., 

milled and recycled 96,200 sq. yd. on Champaign 

County Highways 11 and 20, a total of approximately 

7.2 lane miles. All milling was accomplished using the 

Wirtgen 3800 CR in milling mode with a W 2100 as backup.

Then, foamed asphalt recycling of the revealed lower lift of 

existing pavement was accomplished using the same Wirtgen 3800 

CR in recycling mode, feeding a Vögele Vision 5200-2 instead of a 

recycler-mounted screed. Breakdown compaction of the recycled 

foamed base was executed by a Hamm HD+ 140 VV, with HD+ 110 

VV for finish compaction, all equipment owned by Dunn.

The fact that a single machine can execute cold milling, 

then in-place foaming after a simple conversion taking a couple 

of hours, means big savings for the owning contractor and his 

customer. 

“The work is really challenging, with varying site conditions, 

complex designs, and tough materials,” said Mark Stahl, vice 

president of operations, Dunn Company, Decatur, Ill. “It’s very dif-

ferent than laying hot mix asphalt, and every project is different. 

That is why it’s important for us to have versatile, reliable equip-

ment that is up to the task.”

Prior to recycling, Dunn pre-milled with the Wirtgen 3800 

CR recycler to allow room for surface courses, as well as correct 

elevation and slope issues, Stahl said. “The versatility of our equip-

ment allows us to offer a variety of solutions,” he said. “One ma-

chine can perform any combination of pre-milling, recycling with 

foamed asphalt or emulsion, and final profiling,” he added. “As 

a pioneer in the recycling industry, Wirtgen brings its experience 

While 3800 CR cold-mills, 
exterior piping would be used 
next day for foam process
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Pre-milling in advance of in-place 
foam recycling allows room for future 
surface courses, as well as correcting 

elevation and slope issues
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Changeover from cold milling to foam-recycling mode takes 
place in no more than a few hours in the field, requiring only a 
few adjustments with no change in drum orientation; 3800 CR 
is ready for foamed asphalt base recycling the next day
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to offer great customer support. They’re a great partner.”

Ultimately, an asphalt overlay was placed over the 4-in. 

foamed base by prime contractor Open Road Paving Company, 

LLC, of Urbana, Ill. A 1.5 in.-lift of binder or leveling course was 

topped with 1.75 in. of surface or “friction” course, two 11-ft.-

wide lanes.

Foamed asphalt mixes incorporate liquid “foamed” bitumen 

or asphalt as a stabilizing agent, in which hot performance-grade 

asphalt is foamed with water and air, and injected into reclaimed 

materials or aggregate in a mixing chamber. Precise addition of 

water allows control of the rate and amount of asphalt foam ex-

pansion. The expanded asphalt has a resulting high surface area 

available for bonding throughout the materials, leading to a stable 

cold mix that can be overlaid with a thin wearing course.

Foam mix design was done by S. Drain Engineering of Illi-

nois, LLC, Charleston, Ill., using WLB 10 S and WLM 30 lab mix 

design plants at Wirtgen America’s asphalt lab in  Nashville.

On Champaign County Highway 11, the Wirtgen 3800 CR 

milled the surface 1.5 in., and the substrate was foamed 4 in. 

deep, approximately 5.6 lane miles with a total of 73,016 sq. yd. 

treated. The foamed asphalt mix, as a percent of total, was 2.5 

percent liquid asphalt, performance graded PG 64-22 @ 160 deg 

C, 1.0 percent dry cement as mineral filler, and 2.2 percent water, 

resulting in a foam half-life of 14 seconds.

Champaign County Highway 20 was not milled, but was 

foamed only, 4.0 in. deep, approximately 1.6 lane miles with a 

total of 23,184 sq. yd. treated, using a foamed asphalt mix identi-

cal to CH 11 above. Some 185 tons of portland cement was used 

as mineral filler on this project. 

“Cold in-place recycling (CIR) is a good 

complement to traditional construction meth-

ods,” Stahl said. “As an intermediate layer, 

CIR provides the structural strength and flex-

ibility that make the wearing courses more 

durable and make the pavement last longer. 

And by re-using materials in-place for the in-

termediate layer, we help the wearing courses 

perform better while reducing the time, cost 

and environmental impact of projects. That 

benefits agencies as well as the taxpaying 

public.”
 www.wirtgenamerica.com
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Vision 5200-2 paver places foamed asphalt 
base 4-in. deep in advance of HMA overlay

Foamed asphalt mix, as a percent of total, was 
2.5 percent liquid asphalt, performance graded 
PG 64-22 @ 160 deg C, 1.0 percent dry cement 

as mineral filler, and 2.2 percent water, 
resulting in a foam half-life of 14 seconds

Foam-asphalt recycling moves from right to left, 
with conveyor feeding Vögele Vision 5200-2 

paver instead of optional AB 375 T screed 
mounted at rear of recycler



WIRTGEN AMERICA: CHARITY GOLF CLASSIC

Hole in one!
A sold-out Wirtgen America Charity Golf Classic sets a new funding record.

I
n October the 8th annual Wirtgen America Charity Golf Clas-
sic sold out its complement of 50 teams, resulting in a record 
amount raised for charity of over $145,000, up 10 percent 
from 2013. 

The Golf Classic began Sunday evening, Oct 5, with a kick-
off reception at the Silver Dollar Saloon in downtown Nashville, 
with a silent and live auction. Celebrity host was famed Country 
artist Tracy Lawrence, who performed Sunday evening.

Tracy Lawrence is one of the most 
recognizable voices in Country music, 
with huge hits like Paint Me a Bir-
mingham, Time Marches On, Alibis, 
and Find Out Who Your Friends 
Are. The entertainer has charted 
21 songs on the Billboard Top Ten 
lists, with 18 No. 1 singles, selling 
over 13 million albums. The Golf 
Classic is fortunate to have Law-
rence for a five-year commitment as 
host.

The next day the teams played at the Hermitage Golf 
Course, a splendid location that incorporates two separate cours-
es, the General’s Retreat, and the President’s Reserve.

Proceeds benefited the T.J. Martell Foundation, a national 
non-profit organization that supports innovative research to fight 
leukemia, cancer and AIDS through six top research hospitals in 
the United States. In Nashville, the foundation annually supports 
cancer research at the Frances Williams Preston Laboratories at 
the Vanderbilt-Ingram Cancer Center.

This year’s sponsors of the event included Presenting 
Sponsor Cumberland Hospitality Group as well as Bank of the 
West, Cooper Equipment, Coyote, The Crichton Group, Custom 
Advertising, Deutsche Leasing, Enterprise Fleet Management, 
First Tennessee Bank, Hatec, ICON International Inc., Murphy 
Tractor & Equipment Company, Signature Transportation, Tractor 
& Equipment Company, and Wells Fargo Equipment Finance.

The 9th annual Wirtgen America Charity Golf Classic is 
scheduled for Oct. 4-5, 2015 at the Hermitage Golf Course. A 
kickoff reception will be held the evening of Oct. 4, followed by a 
1 p.m. shotgun start Oct. 5. For more information, or to hear about 
sponsor opportunities, please contact Wirtgen America inside 
sales manager Sandy Draper at (615) 501-0600.

Tracy Lawrence with his team (left to right): Alex Torrez, Mike 
Williams, Rocky Shipes. Clay Weems and Tracy Lawrence

Tracy Lawrence is one of the most 
recognizable voices in Country music, 

Paint Me a Bir-
mingham, Time Marches On, Alibis, 

Classic is fortunate to have Law-
rence for a five-year commitment as 

The CAA Team (left to right):                                                            
John Hue, Shawn Parr, Chuck Wicks and Rob Vaka
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WIRTGEN GROUP: TRADE SHOWS/NEW EQUIPMENT INTRODUCTIONS 2014WIRTGEN GROUP: TRADE SHOWS / SPECIAL EVENTS

Hamm compaction prowess was on display in September when Hamm hosted 
Technology Days 2014 at its modern plant in Tirschenreuth, Germany near the 
Czech border.

Spotlight 
on Hamm

W
irtgen America customers were among the 3,000 
visitors from 80 countries who journeyed to Ger-
many for Technology Days. There they enjoyed tours 
of Hamm’s state-of-the-art manufacturing plant, live 

demonstrations of Wirtgen Road Technologies equipment – includ-
ing new product introductions – from a vast grandstand, technical 
presentations, static displays of all road equipment, including 
antique roller models, and of course hearty Bavarian hospitality.

Live demonstrations – from soil stabilization through as-
phalt and concrete paving to road rehabilitation – provided dele-
gates a glimpse of the immense possibilities that Wirtgen Group 
products offer.

Wirtgen America Technology Days is coming to Nashville 
April 1-2, 2015! We hope to see you there. Contact your equip-
ment distributor or Wirtgen America district sales manager for 
more information.
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On stage, Wirtgen Group owners 
Stefan and Jürgen Wirtgen 

welcome some 3,000 visitors from 
around to world to Technology 

Days 2014
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1 New machines are subject of laser light show following evening 
entertainment

2 The new Hamm H 7i will begin series production toward the end of 2014

3 Executive assistant, sales and marketing Nicole Dittrich and Wirtgen 
America president and CEO James P. McEvoy await opening ceremonies

4 On tour of Hamm plant are Lynn Shireman, Heritage Construction & 
Materials; Steve Ricke, national accounts director, Wirtgen America; 
and Randy Wilson, Lane Construction

5 Delegates from North America enjoy hearty Bavarian hospitality

6 From grandstands, thousands view equipment demonstrations

7 Enjoying Hamm plant tour are Richard Evans, Hamm vice president-sales 
for North America; Wirtgen product manager David Reid, Wajax 
Equipment, Ontario; and Kyle Martin, Fermar Paving Ltd., Canada 

8 For North American visitors, Technology Days 2014 capped a week-
long tour of Germany and Wirtgen Group manufacturing plants
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5 Years: Wade Bowman, Clifford McCarty, 
Brad Rosemeyer, Nick Maupin, 
Dave Reposa, Rob Grace, 

 Mike Leimbach, Todd Robinson, 
Jim Holland, Richard Valero 

10 Years: Mark Stang, Gary Holt, 
Mike Burris, Curtiss Lee 

15 Years: Mark Blessen, Kelley Foster 
20 Years: Brian Kirby

Our PeOPle

Wirtgen America would like to recognize the following 
employees for their years of service. Thank you for your 
dedication.

Service Awards

6

7

8

5

eXhibitiON OVerVieW 2015

World of Concrete 2015

02.02. – 02.06.2015

Exhibit Booths:  Inside: C6338

   Outside: 31100

las VeGas, NV, usa

baltiMOre, Md, usa

World of Asphalt 2015

03.17. – 03.19.2015

Exhibit Booth:  1012
55

Be sure to visit us at these upcoming shows:
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